
6Day tour on Hainan Island 

Day1、Beijing-Haikou（HU7382 08:00-11:45）(L,D) 

Volcanic Vent        Volcano remnant natural spectacle, is the world's m

ost   complete preservation of the volcano. A radius

 of 5 miles by 36 volcanoes to groups, which is esp

ecially prominent mountain saddle ridge, 222.6 meter

s above sea level, is the most peak northern Hainan. 

 

 

Impression Hainan Island 

 "Hainan Island impression" program form more nov

el, rich, the show does not rigidly adhere to the Hai

nan Island show the soil of folk, pay more attention

 to entertainment, is the director of dream images in

 a show about the sea.Special space staggered, relax

ed, romantic fantasy concept of speech perception is

                    one of the highlights of the show. 

Over night: Haikou 4stars hotel 

 

Day2、Haikou-Xinglong  (B,L,D) 

Boao jade belt Beach（within boat） 

Boao jade belt is full-length 8.5 kilometers, terrain 

like the Gold Coast in Australia and Mexico, Canc

un, in Asia, is only this unique. 

Boao jade belt beach in 1999 June by the internati

onal Guinness headquarters in China of the authorit

y of the agency of Shanghai great world Guinness 

                    headquarters to "separated by sea, river the most  

narrow beach peninsula" and as "Guinness's most". 

Asian Boao Forum 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Xinglong Botanical Garden (Taste coffee plant in Xinglong) 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Xinglong Rain forest museum 

Xinglong Rain forest museum is a national 3A le

vel scenic spot, is currently Asia's largest exhibiti

on hall, Genyi Gendiao, which displays are rare g

iant root, root cave. 

 

 

Over night: Xinglong 4stars hotel 

 

Day3  Xinglong-Sanya  (B,L,D) 

Monkey Island(within cabal car) 

The island has a tropical plant nearly 400 kinds 

of animal, nearly 100 species, the original natural

 environment and more than 2500 domestic two c

lass protection animal Macaca mulatta, now living

 with more than 21 groups of rhesus monkeys, s

o people called "Monkey Island", is China's only 

                      islands monkey nature protection area. 

 Betelnut Village Li and Miao minority National singing and dancing 

Betelnut Village Li and Miao minority National si

nging and dancing The scenic area by indigenous

 Li village, the original Chiyou and pristine rainf

orest Valley in three sections, in Hainan Province,

 tourists satisfaction the top ten scenic spots and 

ten best features and charm of tourism scenic are

                     a of Hainan Province, is the most abundant, most

                     authoritative, the most active, the most pure  

culture "in vivo" museum. 

Jingrun Pearl culture museum、 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Over night: Sanya 4stars hotel 

 

Day4 Tour in Sanya (B,L,D) 

Buddism godness Guanyin 

 

 

 

 

 



Tianyahaijiao 

 

 

West Island and Tea ceremony 

As far away from the city and water pollution, with 

scenery, fresh air, the sand soft, crystal clear waters 

around the island area; the growth of beautiful coral, 

protected, congregate living a variety and colorful 

tropical fish, like a huge tropical marine ecosystem. 

 

 

Over night: Sanya 4stars hotel 

 

Day5（B,L,D）Yalong Bay 

Yalong Bay central square, located 28 kilometers so

utheast of Sanya city.Square to the totem pole to b

lue rose, to sculpture group to earth and sea, the 

magnificent momentum and unique artistic style, wi

th limited art space form, guide our imagination to

 infinite space expansion.  

 

Yalong Bay of the Butterfly Valley, is the first Chinese facilities in the uniq

ue combination of natural and artificial butterfly cul

ture park, is also China's first exhibition, education,

 tourism, shopping for a butterfly culture park.Valle

y, the natural growth of thousands of butterflies ca

n be seen everywhere, colorful butterfly in the tree

 flowers between rise and dance in a happy mood.

Here you can feel the charm of nature. 

Yalong Bay Shell Museum  

design novel and unique, elegant decoration, the hal

l is equipped with modern advanced screening equi

pment, uninterrupted screening visitors to a variety 

of fish, shellfish, sea coral and other unusual natura

l landscape 

 

 

 



 

Deer park 

Deer park is located in the southwestern Sanya Pen

insula Luhuitou, opened in 1989, the total area of 

82.88 hectares, the size of five peaks.The park is s

urrounded by water on three sides, one side is adja

cent to the Sanya area, high Wanghai and watch th

e sunrise and sunset heights overlooking the city of

 Sanya, is the only good panorama. 

Over night: Sanya 4stars hotel 

 

 

D6  Morning leisure time.  

Afternoon HU 7280 (16:30-20:25) back Beijing 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Quotation: 

RMB 7180  (RMB 835 single supplement), 

 

             

Adult tour package price based on the above itinerary: 

 Package price based on minimum 20 people traveling together. 

The above price includes: 

1. Sightseeing tours with English speaking guide and transportation. 

2. One way transfer to Beijing airport. 

3. Admission tickets as listed in the above itinerary. 

4. Night accommodations as listed in the above itinerary including                   

daily breakfast. 

5. Air tickets, Beijing> Haikou, Sanya >Beijing, economy class. 

6. Tourist Accident Insurance. 

7. Lunches and dinners mentioned in the itinerary. 

 

The above price excludes: 

1. Miscellaneous costs in hotels, such as laundry, long distance call etc. 

2. All personal expenses, such as tips etc. 

3. Items not mentioned. 

 

 

 


